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Clues: 

1. Get together to call the play 

2. Time to split and move along 

3. Damage surrounds east seraglio 

4. Squabbling hawk gives up middle in protest 

5. Let off who in performance? 

6. Intellectual complexity of division at Harvard 

7. Shake friend without end 

8. True aquatic mammal could be near collapse 

9. Left one pound convertible into cash 

10. Slow traveler to navigate around north 

11. Shelter at Harvard a dime to a dollar 

12. Air my holding distribution up 

13. Sketch head of lad with Texas accent 

14. Recoil at her having machine shape 

15. Hold end of lesson in sanctuary 

16. Tutor queries with a certain force 

 

Conventional rectangle 

Dead soil leads to shortage 

Made tachometer housing separate 

Ran into brick carrier in a way 

Roar of mid-Gotham below 

Seamy group around Long Island 

Trill an eighth note 

Two-pint alien: actually, a group of four 

 
This puzzle appeared in the September-October 1989 issue of Harvard Magazine in a 

different format.  
 


